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The Problem The Innovation
• Polypharmacy and potentially inappropriate medication use 

is common in older adults and is associated with adverse 
outcomes such as falls, hospitalization, reduced quality of 
life and mortality.

• Older adults living with frailty may be more susceptible to 
these adverse effects. 

• Hospitalization provides a unique opportunity to optimize 
medication use and discontinue harmful medications 
(deprescribe). 

• However, healthcare professionals recognise that we need 
better tools and procedures to make sure that people are 
taking the right medicines at the right time.

What is usual care? 
(Pre-intervention comparison group)

• Pharmacist reviews medications and discusses 
recommendations with the healthcare team without formal tools. 
• Primary care providers are sent a discharge summary with 

discharge medication list (not usually sent to pharmacy). 
• Pharmacists may provide verbal and written information to 
patients/families on discharge but in a non-standardized way.

This innovation aims to enhance usual pharmacist activities. 

Prospective interventional implementation study across four sites and hospital settings in Nova Scotia, Canada

Patient admitted to 
hospital (study ward) 

Pharmacist enters drug list and 
side effects into DBI 

Calculator© and creates 
recommendations

DBI Report produced
• Highlights high risk medications
• Reports overall sedative and 

anticholinergic ‘load’
→ Acts as a mechanism for 
pharmacists to identify and review 
potentially harmful anticholinergic 
and sedative medications
→ Catalyst for deprescribing

• Communication tool between the 
pharmacists, physicians and other 
members of the health care team

• Documentation tool

Healthcare team reviews 
medications and discusses with 

the patient and their family to 
make changes to medications to 

include deprescribing of 
inappropriate medications

On Discharge:
• New DBI Report created with details on what changes have 

been made and any further recommendations for changes 
and/or monitoring

• Discharge DBI Report sent to the patient’s primary care 
physician and community pharmacy

• Written medication list with information about medication 
changes and monitoring given to patient/family with education

Pharmacist completes 
medication history 

(list of all medications, prescription 
and non-prescription, regular and 

when required)
The Drug Burden Index (DBI) Calculator©

• The Drug Burden Index (DBI) Calculator© is an innovative 
web-based medicine review tool which can be used to 
identify older adults at high risk of medication associated 
harm. 

• Considers medications with anticholinergic and/or sedative 
effects as these are high risk in older adults.

The Drug Burden Index (DBI) is calculated using the equation:

DBI = ∑

where D is the daily dose and δ is the minimum adult licensed daily dose, as a 
surrogate for the dose required for 50% of the maximal effect. 

• Increasing DBI score has been linked with negative health 
outcomes, such as impaired physical and cognitive function. 

The Research Study
What is the effect of integration of the DBI Calculator© 
into pharmacist medication optimization activities?
• Prospective interventional implementation study using a 

retrospective (pre-intervention) control for comparison.
• Outcomes of interest:

• Change in DBI score and number of medications;
• In hospital falls, pressure ulcers and adverse drug 

reactions; and
• Re-hospitalization and mortality at 3 months after 

discharge.
What influenced the success of the study?
• Multiple case study analysis (using example ‘cases’ to 

explore barriers and enablers to implementation).
• Interviews with patients, carers, pharmacists and 

physicians involved with that individual’s care and review 
of case notes.

Preliminary results
27 participants
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Impact
• Integration of the DBI calculator© may lead to improvements 

in how medicines are managed in hospital. 
• Improved medication use may mean less drug costs and 

adverse effects both in hospital and after discharge. 
• Overall, the innovation may lead to improved quality of life 

for older Canadians.
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